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Abstract: We present a method for automatically depicting material appearance using
pen and ink. Starting from a classical computer graphics representation – color map,
normal map, illumination, etc. – we introduce an abstraction layer to bridge between
this unsuited input and generic control parameters of pen-and-ink systems, such as
primitive shape, size and density. This layer is made of parameters, belonging to tone,
gloss and texture categories, that are automatically extracted from the input data. We
then demonstrate our approach by presenting how this abstraction layer can easily be
used to drive an example pen-and-ink rendering system. We show results on various
materials, and validate our choices in a user study.
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Rendu Expressif Automatique de Materiaux
Résuḿe : Nous pŕesentons une ḿethode pour représenter automatiquement des matériaux
au dessin au trait. Partant d’une représentation conventionnelle du matériau (texture,
normal map, fonction de reflectance), nous introduisons une représentation abstraite
intermediaire qui nous permet de faire l’interface avec lesparametres de control d’un
moteur de rendu expressif au trait. Pour cela, nous extrayons automatiquement des
caracteristiques haut niveau des matériaux telles que la couleur, la brillance, et la tex-
ture. Nous demontrons l’applicabilité de cette représentation en l’utilisant pour piloter
un moteur de rendu expressif basé sur le dessin au trait. Nous montrons des examples
variés de mat́eriaux, et validons notre approche par uneétude utilisateur.

Mots-clés : Rendu expressif, illustration, rendu de materiaux.
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Figure 1: Pen-and-ink renderings automatically generatedfrom physically-defined sur-
face materials - the drawings communicate texture appearance, tone and gloss.
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1 Introduction

Pen-and-ink is an expressive yet challenging style of depiction, frequently used in fields
that profit from non-photorealistic rendering, such as scientific and technical illustra-
tion. Its evocative nature allows the depiction of various surfaces while economizing
the amount of drawing primitives. These types of illustrations are composed of ink
marks (stipple points or lines) whose shape, density, frequency, arrangement and ori-
entation are varied in an intentional way so as to reproduce adesired scene. NPR
drawing primitives indeed have multiple usage, and one can easily observe that points
and lines serve both shape – as contour and shading lines of varying orientation; tone
– by adapting their own density; and texture – by matching their shape and orientation
to the charateristic features of the object’s material at the viewing scale.
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4 Smith et. al

This non-trivial use of drawing primitives can also be seen as a limitation that makes the
representation of objects and materials in specific lighting conditions a real challenge.
For instance, the micro-structure of the medium is by naturebandwidth limiting: light-
ing effects or details which are finer than the size of the drawing primitives indeed can
not be directly represented by varying their density accordingly. Instead, one needs
to know how to arrange or modify primitives (e.g. alter their shape, orientation and
density, which are generic parameters for a NPR rendering system) so as to globaly
reproduce the desired effects.

As a consequence, digital models of objects and materials, as manipulated in computer
graphics, require non-trivial further processing to be suitable to non-photorealistic ren-
dering. One obvious example is the extraction of silhouetteedges from a geometric
mesh so as to be able to draw contours of an object. The same is certainly true for
rendering materials: whereas a single per-pixel radiance value is sufficient to obtain a
photorealistic image and thus render a suitable impressionfor a material, higher-level
phenomena must be captured to be able to do draw a non-photorealistic picture. This
includes for example the position of highlight and shadow regions, material roughness
or characteristic features that are relevant at the scale atwhich the object is seen. As we
said, such features are accounted for by NPR primitives in a very sophisticated manner
using a clever arrangement of primitives.

Existing attempts in previous work succeed at representingmaterials, but all of them
rely on specific hand-made choices. Interactive or user-guided NPR techniques as-
sociate appropriate patterns or line styles to a material oran object: the style of line
drawing may convey a particular material by creating manually well-chosen stroke tex-
tures as shown in work by Winkenbach et al. [18] and Salisburyet al. [14]. Similarly,
a stippling method like that introduced by Deussen et al. [3]allows the artist to vary
the shape of the stipples and other parameters to give a certain effect. However, these
techniques simply tie a style to a specific material and depend on a user’s aesthetic
sense and ability to control system parameters.

In comparison, our contribution is to make this process fully automatic. For this, start-
ing from materials as usually available in computer graphics (e.g. normal map, re-
flectance function,...), and from imposed lighting and viewing conditions,

1. We define a set of parameters which act as an abstraction layer between the input
and a NPR system. These parameters will be related totone, gloss andtexture
characteristics of the rendered image and essentially bridge the gap between a
digital representation of a material and the input parameters of a NPR system;

2. We show how to automatically extract these parameters by performing various
filtering and abstraction operations on the the input data;

3. We present how to use them within adapted algorithms to cleverly re-arrange
ink marks so as to best render materials in an applicative pen-and-ink rendering
system;

4. Finally, we demonstrate our approach on a broad collection of materials that vary
in reflectiveness, glossiness and texture, and show in a userstudy that when view-
ing the resulting illustrations, surface properties are perceivable. By doing this
we proove that the collection of parameters we chose is relevant and sufficient
for automatic depiction of material appearance.

INRIA
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Section 2 reviews existing approaches for NPR material depiction. Then in Section 3
we present which parameters we choose to abstract the representation of a material,
and in Section 4 show how to automatically extract them from the input. In Section 5
we show how to use them in an example NPR rendering engine and present resulting
depictions, followed by a validation study in Section 6.

2 Related Work

One of NPR’s major goals is the creation of abstract yet comprehensible renderings
of 3D objects, often mimicking various artistic styles [4, 16]. In pen-and-ink illus-
tration most previous work aims at depicting shape. Line-drawings of objects depict
their shape via contours extraction [7], whereas stroke-based rendering [6] uses tone
to render the shading and thus the shape. Therefore surface appearance is generally
perceived through prominent textural features that appearin tone or through user-made
stylistic choices.

There has nevertheless been work on material representation in pen-and-ink. Salisbury
et al. [14] present a method where the user paints by rubbing a ’brush’ over the illus-
tration (giving direction and density) and uses a continuous tone image underlay as a
reference. Strokes are drawn according to this data and the user-selected stroke texture,
see Figure 2(a). Winkenbach and Salesin [18] show how to enhance an illustration by
letting the user draw on top of a textured model to indicate regions where the texture
should be less apparent. They also adapt silhouettes lines to the texture. However, the
line drawn texture representing the material is made by hand, Figure 2(b). Winken-
bach and Salesin [19] also present a method to render non diffuse materials. They use
an environment map for tone rendering and let a user adjusts reflection coefficients to
increase the impression of gloss of certain material, Figure 2(c).

These techniques all rely on interactive or user-guided techniques to adapt to a given
material. In contrast, this paper proposes a method to extract texture parameters from
a physical definition of material to be used automatically bythe pen-and-ink renderer,
so that the user’s choice of an appropriate line drawing pattern is not longer required.
We also propose automatic gloss depiction using extracted material attributes.

Similarly to line drawing, a stippling method like that introduced by Deussenet al. [3]
allows the artist to vary the shape of the stipples and other parameters to give a certain
effect. Again, the material depiction fully relies on the user’s ability to control the sys-
tem parameters. To our knowledge, no previous work has been done to automatically
extract the parameters that drive stippling.

Finally, there are several techniques that are related to material representation in styles
other than pen-and-ink. Most of them work by making lightingchanges to enhance
characteristic surface features. Goochet al. [5] introduce an abstract illumination
model for toon depiction of metals. Sloanet al. [15] demonstrate the abilities of artis-
tic shaders for expressing materials in painterly style renderings. Motoyoshiet al. [9]
perform luminance re-mappings to create the appearance of translucent or metallic sur-
faces. Rusinkiewiczet al. [13] shows that changing the lighting direction is effective
for enhancing basic texture details like roughness. While all these approaches are solid
contributions, none presents a general solution that couldextend to the pen-and-ink
depiction of all materials.

RR n° 7194



6 Smith et. al

Figure 2: Previous Pen-and-Ink renderers: (a) User brushesstrokes onto an image
based on a selected stroke texture [14]; (b) stroke texture assigned to 3d surfaces [18];
(c) appearance of gloss and highlights controlled by user-adjusted reflection coeffi-
cients (left unadjusted, right adjusted)[19].

The closest work to ours is that of Weidenbacheret al. [17], who create sketches of
mirror-like surfaces by retreivingshape information from a rendered surface lit by an
environment map. This shape information is then used to guide the drawing of the final
NPR image. In contrast, we retrievesurface appearance information that is then used
to guide the final pen-and-ink drawing.

3 Overview

Within the scope of this work, we investigate the depiction of a variety of materials
including stones, fabrics, organics, synthetics, and metals. This set includes non-
smooth surfaces whose texture may arise from spatial colourvariation (wood) and
micro-geometry (smooth metal to very rough stone or bumpy fabric).

3.1 Input

Input consists of a simple 3D object that is made of a single material that is neither
transparent, translucent nor specularly anisotropic. This setup facilitates a comprehen-
sive initial study while avoiding complex light/material interactions which are out of
the scope of this work. Although it is presented for individual materials, extending this
work to composite objects seems straitforward.

In our work, the object surface is represented by a physically-based light reflection
model in the form of a Lafortune model BRDF [8], a normal map torepresent small-
scale texture variations and an optional spatially varyingdiffuse color map.

The illumination and viewpoint itself are part of the input,and we have to cope with
how light interacts with the model to be able to properly render it. In addition to be

INRIA
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Figure 3: Ordering of materials according to our perceptionof their gloss and surface
texture. In addition to the tone, these constitute some of the abstraction parameters on
which we base our material analysis.

a more general setting, we think that it makes more sense to base the depiction of a
material’s appearance on its interaction with light.

3.2 Abstraction parameters for material appearance

As explained in our introduction, stylized pen-and-ink depictions can not just be ob-
tained from a photorealistic drawing through half-toning because of the intricate man-
ner in which the drawing primitives convey a material’s appearance. We thus somehow
have to shortcircuit the physical mixture of material properties, viewpoint and light
so as to be able to render their combined effect using pen-and-ink in an appropriate
manner. Our solution to this problem is to introduce an abstract material representation
which can be plugged into a generic pen-and-ink system. We hence provide a useful
contribution not tied to a specific pen-and-ink rendering system.

When viewing a surface, we perceive three basic qualities: 1)the quality and amount
of light reflected (i.e. its colour1 and tone); 2) the glossiness of the material (if it is
shiny or dull); and 3) the texture of its surface micro-geometry (i.e. variations making
the object appear smooth or rough). These are intuitive percepts that are apparent on
all types of surfaces, as illustrated on Figure 3.2. This makes tone, gloss and texture
three good candidates for abstracting material properties. We acknowledge however
that material recognition is certainly not limited to this simplification, but a more de-
tailed description might proove obfuscated given that humans’ aptitude for material
recognition is still far from being fully understood [1].

1 Because we create monotone illustrations, colour information is treated simply as tone. Suggestions for
possible ways to incorporate colour information are given inthe discussion, but are left outside the scope of
this paper.
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8 Smith et. al

BRDF

Normal map

Diffuse map

Input Pen&Ink engine

Tone preservation alg.

Primitive design

Gloss preservation alg.

Abstraction measurements

Roughness

Orientation

Specular contrast
Specular sharpness

Untextured spec. map
Textured spec. map

Gloss

Tone

Texture

Tone map

Features lines

Figure 4: Material depiction pipeline: starting from the input material properties (left),
a collection of relevant abstraction parameters are extracted (middle) which are used to
drive the non-photorealistic rendering engine (right). The chosen abstraction parame-
ters have been chosen so as to keep genericity w.r.t. the rendering engine.

Pen-and-ink depiction can in turn conveniently be driven bysuch quantities: it adapts
primitive density to follow the target tone and conveys gloss as a special treatment of
specular regions (highlights become regions with very few marks). Texture, on the
other hand, is depicted by setting the properties of NPR primitives themselves follow-
ing information of feature size, shape and roughness.

Of course, in addition to these general rules, more specific algorithms may be used
depending on the drawing style itself. One example is the wayhighlight regions are
stressed: we can choose to progressively suppress drawing primitives accordingly, or
use specific marks to outline them. In both cases, generic characteristics of the high-
lights regions – such as hardness and position – will be sufficient. We thus tried to
define, for each of thetone, gloss and texture categories what will be a sufficient set
of parameters to extract. Each category’s particular measurements are explained in the
following sections, and are summarized in Figure 4.

Tone parameters Tone depiction is traditionally done by placing marks with acer-
tain density according to the value of a tone map. This way, gloss is depicted through
tone depiction, with sparse or empty regions indicating specular highlights. High-
frequency specularities can not be drawn if they are finer than the mark size, so such
regions, must either be exaggerated or treated to ensure their visibility.
We defube thetone map, which measures the overall lightness of the material subject
to the chosen illumination. It must therefore account for shape as well as surface re-
flectance. Tone is related to the overall object shape (as opposed to microgeometry), so
it is computed without the normal map. The perception of gloss depends on highlight
characteristics, which we represent withspecular maps measuring the material’s spec-
ular response to the illumination, and in particular the location of specularities in the
image. For this, we introduce the thetextured specular map(resp.untextured spec-
ular map) which measure specularity regions with or without accounting for normal
perturbation.

Gloss parameters Glossiness is accounted for by pen-and-ink systems by control-
ling the spread of primitives at the border of highlight regions. This depends on the
visual importance of highlights –i.e. appearent contrast – as well as the sharpness of
these highlights.
These quantities, which are independent from the viewpointand lighting, can be mea-
sured in terms of two psychophysical metrics, specular distinctness and specular con-

INRIA
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trast, as shown by Pellaciniet al. [11] for smooth painted surfaces. We thus re-use the
specular contrastparameter, that relates albedo strength to the strength of highlights,
with low contrast occuring when albedo nearly matches specular. We also introduce
and compute thespecular sharpnessas a measure of the potential spread of highlights
onto the surface, which can be considered the sharpness of the specularity’s edge. Be-
cause of the intrinsic bandwidth limit of pen-and-ink systems, we must measure this
spread at a large scale. In this case, two combined phenomenamust be accounted for:
the sharpness of the material’s reflectance function, and the perturbation of normals in
its micro-geometry.

Texture parameters In traditional pen-and-ink, texture is often depicted by empha-
sizing its characteristic traits: wood is usually drawn with long, parallel oriented lines,
whereas stone is drawn with irregular and abstract marks. Since previous NPR did
not automatically treat texture cues, this information waseither communicated by tone
reproduction, which does not sufficiently preserve dominant orientations or using user-
drawn feature lines, which require some definite user intervention. Defining specific
texture measurements allows us more controllable and obvious texture depiction:
A material’s texture is measured by discounting surface shape and view, so that the
same texture (at relatively similar scales) is perceived consistently over different scenes.
These intrinsic texture properties are measured by aroughnessparameter, a collection
of feature linesindicating large features or structures, anorientation map from which
we also extract a list ofdominant orientations.

In the next section, we explain how to automatically extractthese parameters from the
proposed generic input data. The way these parameters are then used depends on the
particular pen-and-ink rendering system the user decides to draw with. We nevertheless
give an example of such a binding, with appropriate results in Section 5.

4 Automatic extraction of tone, gloss and texture

The parameter extraction algorithms that follow are mostlyspecific to the input for-
mat, although they can certainly be extended to more complexinput data. In our im-
plementation, each material’s reflectance properties are given by a Lafortune BRDF
model with values from Ngan et al. [10]. For surfaces with spatially varying color,
we have an additional diffuse reflectance map. Each material’s surface texture (i.e.
micro-geometry) is defined by a normal map.

4.1 Tone parameters

Tone map Thetone map represents the target tone of the final image. It is computed
as the product of the complete reflectance (diffuse reflectance map and BRDF) and the
illuminance at each point of the object in screen space. Thismakes it dependent on the
viewpoint and illumination.

Textured and untextured specular maps Thespecular maps represent the location
of specular highlights. They are computed by rendering the object with its BRDF and
with (resp. without) its normal map, using the chosen illumination.

RR n° 7194



10 Smith et. al

The tone map and the two specular maps are all computed in a non-recursive single
pass ray-tracing program, which make them very fast to get.

4.2 Gloss parameters

Specular Contrast The contrast between albedo and specular strength is not greatly
changed by texture. Therefore we measure constrast simply as 3

√

ρs +ρd/2− 3
√

ρd/2
for Ward BRDF values of diffuse reflectanceρd and specular eneryρs, as defined in
[11].

Specular Sharpness If we consider highlights at a larger scale than the smallestge-
ometry details of a material, we can define a low scale reflectance function by averaging
the combined effect of the BRDF and the perturbated normals over a set of neighbor-
ing points on the surface. In extreme cases there is hardly nodemarkation, because the
roughness scatters tiny specularities broadly over its surface, as illustrated by the two
spheres in Figure 5 below.

Surface

ω

n(x)

x

ω′
ω

Figure 5: left and middle: The combined effect of the micro-geometry represented
by a normal-map and the material’s reflectance itself can be interpreted as a low-scale
reflectance function which is suitable to NPR rendering. Thetwo spheres show how
the normal distribution smoothes and spreads the highlights for a shiny material.right:
notations for the computation of the appearant shininess.

We will now show that it is possible to estimate the equivalent shininess of the result-
ing low-scale reflectance function under some assumptions,by computing the angular
convolution between the probability density of normalsP and the reflectance lobe.

We callρ the reflectance function of the material. We suppose that fora given incident
directionω, ρ only depends on the difference between the mirrored directionω and the
output directionω ′ (See Figure 5). Materials verifying this assumption are reasonably
common. This is the case of the Phong and Lafortune reflectance models in particular.
We callRn(x) the rotation which mapsω onto the vertical direction. Because the normal
n is perturbated across the surface, the combined reflectanceb at a pointx, for an input
directionω and output directionω ′ is expressed as:

b(x,ω,ω ′) = ρ(Rn(x)(ω ′))

We are interested in averaging this expression over a regionS of areaS which we set
to be large enough for the result to appear independant on theposition:

b̃(ω,ω ′) =
1
S

∫

S

b(x,ω,ω ′)dx

=
1
S

∫

S

ρ(Rn(x)(ω ′))dx (1)
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=
∫

n∈Ω
P(n)ρ(Rn(ω ′))dn (2)

From Equation 1 to Equation 2 we use the density distributionof normalsP to re-
parameterize the integration by the normal itself. Becausethe mirrored direction lin-
early depends onn, this last equation represents a rotational convolution, and we can
write:

b̃(ω,ω ′) = (P⊗n ρ)(ω,ω ′)

This convolution is computed efficiently by multiplying thespherical harmonic coeffi-
cients of both distributions, as proposed by Ramamoorthiet al. [12]. In addition, given
a directional distribution of reflected light in a sphericalharmonic basis, we define the
equivalent exponent of the distribution to be the rank at which the cumulated energy of
spherical harmonic coeficients reaches 99% of its total energy.

Our scheme is thus the following: (1) Estimate the probability distributionP of nor-
mals across the surface. (2) Convolve this distribution with the material’s reflectance
function in spherical harmonic space. (3) Estimate the order l of spherical harmonics
which corresponds to 99% frequency cutoff of the resulting distribution and (4) Usel
as the equivalent exponent of the large scale reflectance. Figure 6 below illustrates this
process for the material of the left sphere in Figure 5. Note that this approach could
lead to detecting additional features of the highlights such as the shape, which directly
depends on the convolved distribution, or possibly adaptedto more general BRDFs.
Because finer illumination phenomena may not be representable by pen-and-ink draw-
ings, we did not extend the investigation further.

Y Y
X

m

l

After convolution with Phong10Original distribution of normals

X

99% frequency cutoff
at l = 4.94

Figure 6: The original distribution of normals (left) is convolved with the reflectance
of the material (a phong reflectance of exponent 10) to obtainthe combined low-scale
reflectance of the material. The spread of highlights is measured by estimating the
99% frequency cutoff in the result distribution, which gives in this specific case an
equivalent exponent of 4.94.

4.3 Texture parameters

Material orientation An orientation image is first extracted from the diffuse re-
flectance map, by computing at each point the direction of thegradient, and encode it
into a gray-level image representing orientations in the interval [0,2π]. The histogram
of this orientation image is then computed. Sharp peaks of this histogram are detected
using a top-hat filter, which eventualy gives the dominant orientations of the image, if
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12 Smith et. al

applicable. Figure 7 (top row) shows the result of this process on theoak material: we
indeed find the orientation of the wood fibers.

Material roughness We define the roughness of a material as the scale of its most
distinctive features. It is expressed in pixels of the material’s normal map. Computing
the roughness means that we want to extract from the normal map, the size of bumps
while favor the sharper ones. This is equivalent to looking for the frequencyωmax

which corresponds to the highest energy in the spectrum of the gradient of the normal
map. We use a fast Fourier transform to compute this. The corresponding size of bump
is therefore, for an image of sizeS×S:

r =
S

2ωmax

Figure 7 (bottom row) illustrates this on a porous stone material: The input normal map
(a) has a width ofS = 512 pixels. The energy spectrum of the gradient(b) has multiple
maxima, corresponding to various features sizes. The maximum occurs at a frequency
which corresponds to a roughness of 13.4 pixels.

 0

 0.005

 0.01

 0.015

 0.02

 0.025

 0.03

 0  1  2  3  4  5  6

Orientation count

(b) orientation image (c) orientation histogram(a) diffuse reflectance map

Peaks atθ = 0 andθ = π

 0

 500

 1000

 1500

 2000

 2500

 3000

 3500

 4000

 0  50  100  150  200  250  300

Spectral energy of the normal derivative

(b) Spectrum of the normal’s derivative

ωmax = 19.01

(a) Input intensity map

Roughness = S

2ωmax

= 13.4px

Figure 7: Top: Computation of dominant orientations in the input material. bottom:
Computation of the roughness from the normal map. See text for details.

Material feature Lines Feature lines are extracted using the following automatic
process: the intensity map of the material is first convertedinto a binary image by
thresholding at each pixel. The threshold for a pixel is obtained by computing the min-
imum and maximum intensities across the map, and taking the middle between these
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two values. A Canny filter is then applied so as to detect edges. Finally these edges
are vectorized and smoothed according to a user parameter. Note that the conversion
to binary is essential to avoid the edge detection filter to detect many unrelevant small
edges. Note also that feature lines must be extracted from the flat material sample itself
rather than from the 3d view of this material in its context. This makes this process non
view-dependent. Figure 8 below shows two examples of feature extraction.

(a) burlap material (b) walnut material

Figure 8: Extraction of feature lines for two different materials. In both cases the lines
obtained depict the edges that are present on the material’ssurface (See text for details).

5 Material Depiction with Pen-and-Ink

We now present an example usage of our material’s abstraction parameters – which
automatic computation was detailed in Section 4 – into a pen-and-ink rendering system.

Our renderer takes a two steps approach to depiction by combining a texture depic-
tion with a tone depiction, as shown in Figure 9. The texture depiction is an image
whose ink marks’ shape, direction and orientation reproduce the input texture, but does
not communicate tone. The tone depiction consists of ink marks whose density repro-
duces the input tone and gloss, and additionally contains the shape outline and possibly
demarkations of the highlight regions. A subset of the inputfeature lines serve as pro-
totype lines for both depictions. The two images are then combined to produce a final
image that communicates texture, tone and gloss.

parameters
Material abstractionFeature lines

Orientations
Roughness

Tone map
(Un)textured spec. map(s)

Specular sharpness
Specular contrast

Prototype lines Texture depiction Tone depiction Final image

Normal map

Tone and Gloss depictionLines determination

Normal map

Texture depiction

Figure 9: Pipeline of an example pen-and-ink renderer usingthe material abstraction
parameters automatically extracted from input scene data.The set of abstraction pa-
rameters we defined was sufficient to drive the depictions.
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5.1 Determine Prototype Lines

Input: Material feature lines, material orientations, material roughness.Output: Pro-
totype lines.

To guide the drawing of ink strokes and stipple points, a set of prototype lines are
extracted from the input feature lines. This set contains lines of appropriate shape,
orientation and direction, whose lengths depend on the chosen rendering resolution.
The input roughness parameterr controls the amount of smoothing that is applied to
each line in the set.

Prototype lines are extracted in one of two ways, depending on the input texture ori-
entations. When the dominant orientations parameter is non-empty, the prototype lines
are feature line segments that have low curvature, are longer thanωlength = 0.05 times
the resolution, and that best match the dominant orientations. An iterative algorithm
scans for high curvatures along the feature lines, partitions these lines into smaller
segments with low curvature variance. To match a dominant orientation, the absolute
difference between the segment’s orientation and one of thedominant orientations is
below thresholdωangle = 0.01π.

If there are no dominant orientations, the drawing lines arefeature line segments with
a high curvature whose length is also greater thanωlength. This time, the iterative
algorithm scans for linear segments within the feature lines, and partitions them into
smaller segments representing sharp or curved features.

5.2 Texture Depiction

Input: Prototype lines, normal map.Output: Texture depiction.

The texture depiction consists of marks drawn according to prototype lines and the
underlying object shape. To create the depiction, the set ofprototype lines is placed in
image space. Shape appearance is then preserved by warping each line according to
the object’s normals.

The line warping process consults thenormal map to determine each normal vectorn
that falls along the line; (nx, ny) are screen coordinates andnz points to the camera
plane. The warp is controlled by a normalized vectorw(nx,ny) and a warping intensity
α = ωwarp(|nz|(1− |nz|))

2 (we useωwarp = 2.5 times the depiction resolution).α
ensures maximal warping in rounded regions and minimal warping whenn is near
orthogonal to the camera plane (nz = ±1), or when it is parallel to the camera plane
(nz = 0). Any lines falling outside the object are clipped using the normal map.

The warped lines are then drawn with pen marks in the form of either line strokes or
stipple points, thus producing thetexture depiction. The result is drawn marks that
preserve shape appearance, while looking as though they belong to the 2d drawing,
avoiding the impression that they were in fact a stroke pattern mapped onto the 3d
object.
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5.3 Tone and Gloss Depiction

Input: Prototype lines, normal map, tone map, specular maps, specular sharpness.
Output: Tone depiction.

Tone depiction begins by populating the image ink marks (points or lines) whose den-
sity reproduces thetone map minusuntextured specular map (highlights are not yet
represented). For stipple drawings, the points are placed according to a blue noise dis-
tribution. Conversely, if line marks are used, they are selected from the prototype lines,
and aligned identically (either vertically or horizontally). Once placed, a line is warped
according to its underlying normals as described above in Section 5.2. The line is then
clipped to the object and removed if a minimal, tone-dependent distance between lines
is violated (ωdist = [0.0. . .0.04] times the normalized tone intensity).

After the initial placement of marks, each mark is labelled as ahighlight mark or tone
mark, according to whether or not it falls over a positive intensity in the untextured
specular map, respectively. The untextured map is used initially because its specu-
lar regions are clearly delineated and because it provides agood estimate of the total
specular energy being reflected from the object’s surface. This initial distribution of
highlight marks (dark blue) and tone marks (light red) is shown in Figure 10(b), with
the proportion of highlight marks corresponding to the amount of specular refectance.

We now introduce the important gloss characteristics by removing marks that fall
within highlight regions. Normally, this is done simply by removing marks from re-
gions that are brighter than a user given threshold that dictates the size of depicted
highlights. Due to spatial sampling, pen-and-ink depictions are unable to directly rep-
resent high-frequency specularities and the sharpness of the highlight regions’ borders
suffers. For non-smooth surfaces, this results in a reduction of the total area that ap-
pears specular and loss of the highlights’ characteristic edges, Figure 10(d).

Instead, we present an approach that automatically depictsthe input specular regions
and border characteristics of thetextured specular map (even for rough surfaces), thus
communicatingspecular sharpness andspecular contrast. We perturb the distribution
of marks to resemble thetextured specular map, thus representing the dispersal of spec-
ular reflectance over the textured surface, while preserving the proportion of highlight
marks. This is achieved by swapping marks according to the difference between the
two specular maps. A tone mark with a positive difference (brighter when textured) is
be swapped with a highlight mark having a negative difference (darker when textured),
which in effect sends highlight marks to actual specular locations. Figure 10(e) demon-
strates the success of our gloss-preserving tone depictionon a difficult case: highlights
and a rough edge around the dominant specularity are visible, while a standard stip-
pling method appears entirely diffuse. After swapping is complete, the highlight marks
are removed and only the tone marks remain.

The specular sharpness measure is indirectly preserved by the swapping technique,
but in cases of extreme sharpness (greater than user definedpsharp), the highlight re-
gions are additionally emphasized by demarkation lines. The demarkation lines are
computed by tracing a curve orthogonal to the gradient of thespecular map following
the loose-and-sketchy style [2]. This additional demarkation creates a strong effect of
glossiness and can emphasize the differences between lighting environments, as shown
in Figure 11. As a final touch, we reinforce shape comprehension by drawing object
contours in the same way as the highlight demarkation.
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Figure 10: Stippling of a rough metal material using our gloss-preserving mark place-
ment. Because the target tone image (a) is very irregular at afine scale, standard stip-
pling (d) fails to capture the average tone around each point. Instead, we first depict the
spread of highlights using the computed gloss abstraction parameters (b), then we re-
create the gloss effect much more appropriately by accounting for the computed large
scalespecular sharpness of the material (e).

Figure 11: Differences in illumination are evident with ourgloss depiction. See sup-
plemental material (Ennis-Brown House and Eucalyptus Grove, by Paul Debevec).

5.4 Resulting Combined Depiction

Input: Texture depiction, tone depiction.Output: Final pen-and-ink depiction.

The combination of the texture and tone depictions is straightforward, and the only
processing is to avoid masking of the texture image. This is done by clipping tone
marks to maintain a minimum, tone-dependent distance from texture marks. Figure 12
shows that clipping to the texture marks ensures that texture remains visually dominant,
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Figure 12: The marks representing texture are maintained asdominant visual elements
due to the clipping of vertically or horizontally aligned tone marks.

Figure 13: Consistent and differentiable depiction of increasing gloss. Because our
material abstraction parameters convey a comprehensive understanding of gloss effect
at large scales, we are able to render it appropriately usingpen and ink.

for both horizontally and a vertically aligned tone marks. The final, combined image,
depicts texture continuously, letting it appear within highlight regions (as it does in
reality), communicates relevant gloss characteristics, as well as proper tone and shape
- all from a set of automatically extracted measurements.

We now present several results created using this pen-and-ink rendering approach. Fig-
ure 15 shows that objects’ tone and shape are loyally depicted. The coherent depiction
of gloss is exemplified in Figure 13, showing the depiction ofincreasing levels of
specular sharpness. Figure 14 shows evident correspondence between input material
attributes and material attributes in automatically generated renderings.

6 Validation

Are the abstract parameters sufficient choices for representing materials? Do they in-
deed provide a meaningful bridge between physical materialdefinitions and a pen-
and-ink renderer? We answer first by providing a experiment where test subjects were
asked to match pen-and-ink depictions to their photorealistic version; then we asked
test subjects to order drawings and photorealistic renderings according to two surface
appearance attributes. From the response, we conclude thatthe parameters do provide
sufficient information to create pen-and-ink renderings that correspond to their photo-
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Figure 14: Gloss and texture depiction sufficient to show clear correspondence between
input material and automatically generated pen-and-ink drawing. Note how important
features of the surface texture have been preserved throughspecific strokes (especially
in (b),(e) and (g)), and how the combination of fine scale normal perturbation and
reflectance is appropriately conveyed as a large scale gradient (most obvious in(d)).

graphic input; that the parameters for gloss are sufficient and gloss is well-represented;
but that additional information is required to render roughness accurately.

Match Drawing to Input In an online study, thirty-seven test subjects were pre-
sented with randomly ordered photorealistic renderings and their corresponding line
drawn spheres, shown in Figures 14(a-h). Subjects were asked to match each line draw-
ing to the most similar photorealistic image. The followingsuccess rates of proper
drawing to input were observed: (a)81% (b)81% (c)92% (d)100% (e)65% (f)86%
(g)95%, and (h)60%. These high rates indicate that drawingsof different materials
are distinguishable and that the depicted surface properties correspond well to the pho-
toreal surface appearance. Thus, our abstract parameters achieve their goal of linking
material attributes between a physical definition and an artistic renderer.

Order by Appearance In addition to questioning how well the abstract parameters
communicate the input material, we ask how well they communicate material attributes
in general. We performed a new study on seventy-eight test subjects asking them to or-
der six materials by gloss (from dull to shiny) and then by roughness (from smooth
to rough). This was performed on the materials in both their line drawn and photore-
alistic representations (shown in Figures 14(a-i)). We didnot discover many perfect
matchings when comparing a subject’s full ordering of drawnvs. realistic materials.
However, subjects often ranked the same materials as extrema (placing first or last in
the order). Table 1 states which materials had extreme rankings and by which per-
centage of subjects. The “Match” column is the percentage ofsubjects who chose the
same material for both drawn and realistic cases. We also observe that these extrema
choices are consistent across all subjects, Table 1, especially for materials with an ex-
tremely glossy or dull appearance.This proves that depicted gloss appearance for the
extreme ranks was consistent with gloss appearance in photorealistic images. Rough-
ness proved to be a difficult attribute to order and rank for both depicted and photoreal
visuals, indicating that a more in-depth user study is needed to make conclusions about
the depiction of specific texture attributes.
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Figure 15: Our drawings preserve shape as well as surface attributes.

Rank Input Set Winning
Material
(Photo-
real)

Winning
Material
(P-and-
I)

Match

Most Dull a,b,d,g,h,i (b) 68% (b) 86% 55%
2nd Most Glossy a,b,d,g,h,i (g) 56% (g) 60% 47%
Most Glossy a,b,d,g,h,i (i) 92% (i) 78% 62%
Most Smooth a,b,c,d,e,f (d) 59% (d) 81% 49%
Most Rough a,b,c,d,e,f (c) 40% (e) 32% 18%

Table 1: Majority materials ranked by test subjects as most/least glossy or rough, with
percentage of subjects who chose this ranking.
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7 Discussion and Future Work

We have defined a set of abstract parameters that bridge between material definitions
and usable parameters for pen-and-ink rendering. This bridge is determined indepen-
dent of the actual rendering algorithms, however we create apen-and-ink depiction
technique to show that the information is sufficient input and that user interaction is
not necessary. The resulting drawings communicate inherent surface properities - in
particular, our new treatment of gloss depiction (both the extracted parameters and
new rendering algorithm) is accurate and convincing.

In this work, the set of possible materials is limited (though still broad) and scenes are
restricted to a single object (no shadows or occlusion). Further work would extend the
set of abstract parameters to treat composite materials andcomplex scenes. Colours
are treated as tonal values, however if we allowed colour depiction, this intrinsic at-
tribute must also be measured, and the previously unused specular contrast parameter
would become necessary. Stipplings are created just like line drawings; a more in-
volved treatement would extract parameters to drive the adjustment of stipple point
distribution and frequency.

We have shown a set of abstract texture, tone and gloss parameters measured from
physical material definitions that permit the automatic pen-and-ink depiction of a vari-
ety of materials. This work is a first to show that surface appearance can be rendered
non-photorealisticallywithout user-direction, and its results provide motivation for fur-
ther work in automatic material depiction.
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